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Fire lockers and lockers
for rescue services

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPE
IPE-18-A85-IIC-X1

Two section fire set IPE type, conected by top rod and grate, with door, with open back and galvanized grate.
RAL 3000 colour with grain and glossy surface

The locker is delivered in dismantled form, i.e. package
in dimensions of 1900 x 850 x 550 mm.
Height x Width x Depth (mm)
Number of sections
Weight netto/brutto (kg)
Article number

1780 x 1600 x 500
2
100 / 106

IPE-18-A85-IIC-X1
(mechanical lock)

 Equipment for one section:
1x lockable closet with chrom rod
2x steel clothes hooks
3x dobble hook
2x shelfs
1x chrom rod
2x steel clothes hooks
galvanized grate for shoes
belt hook
preperation for helmet holder

NEW

NEW

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPE

IPE-18-A85-IIC-X2

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPF

NEW

IPF-18-A86-IIC-X1

Two section fire set IPB type, with door and galvanized grate.
RAL 3000 - colour with grain and glossy surface

Fire locker 1780 x 800 x 600 with galvanized grate.
RAL 3000-colour with grain and glossy surface

Feet with levelling screws

 Feet are not a standard equipment of lockers,
they can be bought separately. The height of the feet
is 100 mm. They can be supplied in black or red.
Article number: IAI-01-XXX-XXX-X3

 Equipment for one section:
1x lockable closet with chrom rod
2x steel clothes hooks
3x dobble hook
2x shelfs

The locker is delivered in dismantled form, i.e. package
in dimensions of 1780 x 1600 x 500 mm.
Height x Width x Depth (mm)
Number of sections
Weight netto/brutto (kg)
Article number

Equipment 
1 x locable box
inner helmet holder
chrome rod
4x steel clothes hooks
2x hooks on the side in the inside

1x chrom rod
2x steel clothes hooks
galvanized grate for shoes
belt hook
preperation for helmet holder

1780 x 1600 x 500
2
113 / 119
IPE-18-A85-IIC-X2
(mechanical lock)

Height x Width x Depth (mm)
Number of sections
Weight netto/brutto (kg)
Article number

4

5

1780 x 800 x 600
2
62 / 68
IPF-18-A86-IIC-X1
(mechanical lock)

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPA

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPB

IPA-18-A55-IIR-X1

IPB-18-A45-IIx-X2

Two section fire set IPA type, with door and galvanized grate.
RAL 3000 - colour with grain and glossy surface

One section fire locker with galvanized grate.
RAL 3000 - colour with grain and glossy surface.
Equipment 
1x lockable box, chrome rod,
3x steel clothes hooks,
special air system between lockers
(perforation in side panels)

¢ Fire lockers especially made for firefighters and
rescue services
¢ Lockers have a welded body made of 1 mm steel.
¢ Their construction allows immediate access to the
stored clothing whenever needed.

 Air system
special air system between
lockers (perforation in side
panels with 80%permeability

Equipment 
2x shelfs, chrome rod, hemlemt holder,
3x steel clothes hooks

Feet with levelling screws

 The galvanized grates can be equipt with feets with
leveling screws (100mm heigh)

 Feet are not a standard equipment of lockers, they
can be bought separately. The height of the feet is 100
mm. They can be supplied in black or red.
Article number: IAI-01-XXX-XXX-X3

 The lockers can be equipped with a special tiltable
helmet holder for additional charge. By simply pulling on the
helmet, the holder tilts down and is much easier to remove.

Height x Width x Depth (mm)
Number of sections
Weight netto/brutto (kg)

Article number

6

Height x Width x Depth (mm)

1780 x 500 x 500

Number of sections

2

Weight netto/brutto (kg)

48 / 53
IPA-18-A55-IIR-X1
(mechanical code lock)
IPA-18-A55-IIC-X1
(mechanical lock)

Article number

7

1780 x 400 x 500 mm
1
41/46
IPB-18-A45-IIR-X2
(mechanical code lock)
IPB-18-A45-IIC-X2
(mechanical lock)

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPC

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPD

IPC-18-A16-IIR-D2

IPD-18-A16-IIC-D2

Two section fire set with lockable boxes and galvanized grate.
RAL 3000 - colour with grain and glossy surface

Two section fire closet with door with turning lock burg, inside lockable boxes and galvanized grate.
RAL 3000 - colour with grain and glossy surface

¢ Clothes locker especially
made for firefighters and rescue
services. Lockers have a welded
body made of 1 mm steel.

¢ Fire lockers esecially
made for firefighters and
rescue services, which are
equipt with heating system.

¢ The bottom is specially
perforated.

¢ Turning lock burg allows
immediate access to the
locker.

¢ The closets are specially
equipt with lockable box with
special hole for throwing in small
stuff as key or wallet.

¢ Lockers have welded
body made of 1 mm steel.
¢ The bottom is specially
perforated.

¢ The open construction allows
immediate acess to the stored
clothing whenever needed.

¢ The lockers are equipt
with special lockable box
with a hole for throwing in
small stuffs as key or wallet.

Equipment 
chrome rod with hooks,
inner helmet holder
belt hook, lockable boxes
Equipment 
chrome rod with hooks,
inner helmet holder, belt
hook, lockable boxes, dryer

 Inner helmet holder,
lockable box

 Dryer (500W/hour)

 Belt hook

Height x Width x Depth (mm)
Number of sections
Weight netto/brutto (kg)

Article number

8

Height x Width x Depth (mm)

1780 x 1000 x 600

Number of sections

2

Weight netto/brutto (kg)

71 / 78
IPC-18-A16-IIR-D2
(mechanical code lock)
IPC-18-A16-IIC-D2
(cylindrical lock)

Article number

9

1780 x 1000 x 600
2
95 / 101
IPD-18-A16-IIR-D2
(mechanical code lock)
IPD-18-A16-IIC-D2
(cylindrical lock)

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPO

Fire lockers and lockers for rescue services IPS

IPO-18-X75-IIX-X1

IPS-18-X15-IIX-XX

Two section fire assymetric composition with galvanized grate.
RAL 3000 - colour with grain and glossy surface

Three section fire locker, open space, with galavanized grate.
RAL 3000
- colour with grain and glossy surface

¢ Clothes lockers especially
made for firefighters and rescue
services. Assembled construction
made of 1 to 1,3 mm steel.

¢ Clothes lockers especially
made for firefighters and rescue
services. Assembled construction
made of 1 to 1,3 mm steel.

¢ The open construction allows
immediate access to the storred
clothing.

¢ The open construction allows
immediate access to the storred
clothing.
Perforated side panels.

Perforated side panels.
¢ Recomended to hang the IPO
type closets on wall or equip them
with feet with leveling screws.

¢ This set is intended to be
anchored (hanged) to the wall. It
is delivered in dismantled form.

Equipment 
chrome rod, helmet holder,
3 x steel clothes hooks,
especial air system

Equipment 
chrome rod, 3x helmet holder,
especial air system

basic set
complemeting set
 As an alternative you can add
complementary profile for helmet holder. Herewith we can obtain one more
shelf space.

 Steel gratedcan be equipt with feet with leveling
screws (100 mm height).

Height x Width x Depth (mm)
Number of sections
Weight netto/brutto (kg)

Article number

10

1780 x 750 x 500

Height x Width x Depth (mm)

2

Number of sections

49 / 55

Weight netto/brutto (kg)

IPO-18-X75-IIX-X1

Article number

11

1780 x 1000 x 500
3
48 / 55

IPS-18-X15-IIX-XX

Tiltable helmet holder

Lock options

 The lockers can be equipped with a special tiltable
helmet holder for additional charge. By simply pulling on
the helmet, the holder tilts down and is much easier to
remove.

 Cylindrical lock
The locking fixes the door in the middle position. Locks
comes normally with two keys. Cylindrical lock have the
option of its adjustment to a master key.

Article number: IAI-02-XXX-IXX-T1

 Mechanical code lock

 Feet are not a standard equipment of lockers, they can
be bought separately. The height of the feet is 100 mm.
They can be supplied in black or red.

Mechanical code lock has a 4-digit code locking system
with the option of its adjustment to a master key. this
equipment is for an extra charge.

Article number: IAI-01-XXX-XXX-X3
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Reference

Feuerwehr Buochs Ennetbürgen

Freiwillige Feuerwehr Erpfting

Freiwillige Feuerwehr Munchehof

Feuerwehr Wallenwil/Eschlikon

Feuerwehr Wallenwil/Eschlikon
14

Bayerisches Rotes Kreuz

Bayerisches Rotes Kreuz

Nordic Lockers

Nordic Lockers

Feuerwehr Hamburg
15
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